BBM 205 - Discrete Structures: Midterm 2
Date: 28.11.2017, Time: 16:00 - 17:30
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1. (a) (6 points) Use a combinatorial proof to show the following equality. (Kombinatoryal ispat yontemiyle asagidaki esitligi gosterin.)
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Solution: Let A be a set with n elements. We can count the number of r
subsets of A in two different ways. One direct way gives that number as nr .
Indirectly, fix an element x ∈ A. Group the r-subsets into two groups X1 and

X2 . Let X1 contain the r-subsets containing the element x. Then, |X1 | = n−1
.
r−1
The remaining will be the second group X2 that consists of r-subsets that do
not contain x. Then, |X2 | = n−1
. Thus, both the LHS and the RHS count
r
the number of r-subsets of an n-element set, thus they are equal.
(b) (4 points) Use the equality in the first part to show that (Ilk bolumdeki esitligi
kullanarak asagidakini gosterin.)
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Solution: By the first part,
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2. (a) (6 points) Find a recurrence relation for the number of ways to climb n stairs if
the person climbing the stairs can take one stair or two stairs at a time. Explain
your answer. (Basamak sayisi n olan bir merdiveni birer ve ikiserli adimlar atarak
cikmanin kac farkli yolu oldugunu gosteren rekursif bir iliski bulun. Cevabinizi
aciklayin.)
Solution: Let the number of ways to climb n stairs if the person climbing the
stairs can take one stair or two stairs at a time be sn . Then, there are two possibilities based on the start of the climbing. If the person started using climbing
one stair, then this climbing to the end has sn−1 different ways. Similarly, if the
person started using climbing two stairs, then this climbing to the end has sn−2
different ways. Therefore, sn = sn−1 + sn−2 .
(b) (3 points) What are the initial conditions? (Baslangic kosullari nedir?)
Solution: s1 = 1 and s2 = 2.
(c) (3 points) How many ways can this person climb a flight of 11 stairs? (Basamak
sayisi 11 oldugunda yukarida aciklandigi gibi basamaklari cikmanin kac farkli yolu
vardir?)
Solution: By using the initial conditions, we get
s3 = 1 + 2 = 3, s4 = 3 + 2 = 5, s5 = 5 + 3 = 8, s6 = 8 + 5 = 13,
s7 = 13 + 8 = 21, s8 = 21 + 13 = 34, s9 = 34 + 21 = 55,
s10 = 55 + 34 = 89, s11 = 89 + 55 = 144.

3. (8 points) Let sn denote the number of n-bit strings that contain the pattern 01. Find
a recurrence relation to express sn . Justify your work. (sn , 01’i altkatar olarak iceren n
elemanli bit katarlarinin sayisi olsun. sn ’i ifade eden rekursif bir iliski bulun.)
Solution: We group such strings of length n into two. Let group-1 contain only the
strings that end with 0 and group-2 contain only the strings that end with 1. All
strings in group-1 must contain the substring 01 in the first n − 1 positions, therefore
group-1 has sn−1 strings. To count the strings in group-2, consider the strings that
end with 1 but do not contain 01 as substring. There is only one such string,
basically the string of all 1’s. Thus, group-2 contains 2n−1 − 1 strings. Therefore,
sn = sn−1 + 2n−1 − 1.
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4. (a) (8 points) Use extended Euclid’s algorithm to calculate the multiplicative inverse of
7 mod 23. (’Extended Euclid’ algoritmasini kullanarak 7’nin mod 23’de carpmaya
gore tersini bulun.)
Solution: By using the algorithm, we obtain the following list of output after
the iterations.


23 1
0
7 0
1


 2 1 −3
1 −3 10
Thus, we have −3 · 23 + 10 · 7 = 1 and the multiplicative inverse of 7 is 10 mod
23.
(b) (6 points) Find x mod 23 if 7x + 20 ≡ 5 mod 23. (Verilen kosulu saglayan x’i
bulun)
Solution: Since the multiplicative inverse of 7 is 10 as found in the first part,
we multiply both sides by 10 and obtain
10 · (7x + 20) ≡ 1 · x + 200 ≡ x + 16

mod 23.

Since x + 16 ≡ 5 mod 23 is given by the question, we have 10(7x + 20) ≡ 10 · 5
mod 23. This together with above gives x+16 ≡ 50 mod 23. When we subtract
16 from both sides, we obtain x ≡ 50 − 16 ≡ 11 mod 23.
5. (8 points) Find the solution to the recurrence relation below with the given initial questions: (Verilen rekursif iliski ve baslangic kosullarini saglayan cozum bulun.)
an = (n + 1)an−1 ,

a0 = 2.

Solution: Let us use the substitution method as below:
an = (n + 1)an−1 = (n + 1)nan−2 = (n + 1)n(n − 1)an−3 = · · · =
= (n + 1)n(n − 1) . . . 3 · 2 · a0 = 2(n + 1)!
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6. (a) (4 points) Explain how the pigeonhole principle can be used to show that among
11 integers at least two must end with the same digit. (Guvercinyuvasi kuralini
kullanarak her 11 tamsayi arasinda mutlaka son basamagi ayni olan iki sayi olacagini
gosterin.)
Solution: Since there are 10 possible digits at the end and 11 > 10, there will
be two numbers that end with the same digit.
(b) (4 points) Explain how the generalized pigeonhole principle can be used to show
that among 91 integers, there are at least ten that end with the same digit. (Genel
guvercinyuvasi kuralini kullanarak her 91 tamsayi arasinda mutlaka son basamagi
ayni olan en az on sayi olacagini gosterin.)
Solution: Since there are 10 possible digits at the end and d91/10e = 10, there
will be ten numbers that end with the same digit.
(c) (4 points) Use generalized pigeonhole principle to find how many cards must be
selected from a standard deck of 52 cards to guarantee that at least four cards of the
same suit are chosen. (Genel guvercinyuvasi kuralini kullanarak 52 kartlik standart
kart destesinden ayni sekilden en az dort kart cikmasi icin desteden cekilmesi gereken
minimum kart sayisini bulun.)
Solution: We should find the minimum N that satisfies dN/ke = 4, where
k = 4 is the number of possible suits. The smallest N that satisfies this equality
is 13.
(d) (4 points) Use binomial theorem to show that (Binom teoremini kullanarak gosterin.)
 
n
X
k n
3
= 4n .
k
k=0
Solution: By using the binomial theorem (x + y)n =
and y = 1, we obtain this result.
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7. In the following parts, please circle your final answer. (Asagida verilen maddelerde,
buldugunuz cevabi yuvarlak icine alin.)
(a) (2 points) How many different ways are there to throw 8 identical balls into 15
distinguishable bins? (Sekiz ozdes topu birbirinden farkli 15 kutuya koymanin kac
yolu vardir?)
Solution:




8 + 15 − 1
8

(b) (2 points) A palindrome is a string whose reversal is identical to the string. How
many bit strings of length n are palindromes? (Palindrom tersinden okunusu da
kendisiyle ayni olan kelimedir. Uzunlugu n olan kac palindrom vardir?)
Solution: Since the strings are palindrome, once we decide for the left half
of the string, the right half is fixed and we have no choice. When n is even,
n+1
there are 2n/2 different palindromes. When n is odd, there are 2 2 different
palindromes.
(c) (2 points) How many cards must be selected from a standard deck of 52 cards to
guarantee that at least three spades are selected? (En az uc maca gelmesi icin
standart 52 kartlik bir desteden en az kac kart cekmek gerekir?)
Solution: In the worst case, we may pick all cards possible that are not spades.
There are 13 · 3 = 39 such cards. Whatever we pick in addition to these 39 cards
will be spades. So, the least number of cards to pick is 42.
(d) (2 points) How many bit strings of length 9 over the alphabet {a, b, c, d} have either
exactly three b’s or exactly five c’s? (Karakter olarak {a, b, c, d}’nin kullanilabilecegi
kelimelerden uzunlugu 9 olan ve tam tamina uc b’yi ya da tam tamina bes c’yi iceren
kac kelime vardir?)
Solution: Let A be the set of words of length 9 that have exactly three b’s. By
product rule, we have |A| = 93 · 36 , since first we pick the positions for three b’s
and the remaining positions can be filled with a letter from {a, c, d}. Then, let
B be the set of words of length 9 that have exactly five c’s. Similarly, we have
|B| = 95 · 34 . Since the answer we need is |A ∪ B| = |A| + |B| − |A ∩ B|, we need
|A ∩ B| as well, which is given as the set of words oflength
9 that have exactly

9 5 2
three b’s and exactly five
 4c’s given
 by |A ∩ B| = 5 3 2 . Thus the answer is
9
9
9 5 2
6
|A ∪ B| = 3 · 3 + 5 · 3 − 5 3 2 .
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8. In the following parts, please circle your final answer. (Asagida verilen maddelerde,
buldugunuz cevabi yuvarlak icine alin.)
(a) (2 points) How many different words can be written by using the letters in KIZILCAHAMAM when all letters are used and the word starts and ends with A? (KIZILCAHAMAM icindeki butun harfleri kullanarak ve A harfiyle baslayip biten kac kelime
yazilabilir?)
Solution: There are 12 letters in KIZILCAHAMAM and the ends of the words
we pick are fixed using A’s. So, we only need to count the possible choices for
the 10-letter words between these two A’s using the available 1 K, 2 I’s, 1 Z, 1
10!
.
L, 1 C, 1 A, 1 H, 2 M’s. The answer is 2!2!
(b) (2 points) How many ways are there to pair up 14 students so that every student
is paired up? (Herkese eslestirilmis olacak sekilde 14 ogrenci kac farkli sekilde
eslestirilebilir?)
Solution:

       
14 12 10 8 6 4 2
14!
= 7
2!
2
2
2
2 2 2 2

(c) (2 points) How many solutions does x1 +x2 +· · ·+xk = n have if each xi (1 ≤ i ≤ k)
must be a positive integer (at least 1)? (Verilen esitligin icindeki her xi bir pozitif
tamsayi olacak sekilde kac farkli cozum vardir?)
Solution: Since we save one unit for each xi , we only need to find how many
different ways
there
 are n−1
 to distribute n−k units into k different xi ’s. The answer
is n−k+(k−1)
=
.
k−1
k−1
(d) (2 points) How many ways are there to distribute 11 distinguishable balls numbered
1 through 11 among 25 distinguishable bins? (Birbirinden farkli 11 top 25 farkli
kutuya kac farkli sekilde dagitilabilir?)
Solution: For each ball, we have 25 different choices. By product rule, the
answer is 2511 .
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9. (8 points) Solve the recurrence relation
r
an =

an−2
an−1

√
with initial conditions a0 = 8, a1 = 1/(2 2). (Verilen baslangic kosullari kullanilarak
rekursif iliski icin cozum bulun.)

Solution: By letting bn = log2 an , we obtain a recurrence relation for bn as
bn−2 bn−1
−
,
2
2
√
where b0 = log2 8 = 3 and b1 = log2 (1/(2 2)) = −1.5. Letting bn = rn for some r
we get r2 = 12 − 2r , i.e. 2r2 + r − 1 = 0. The roots of this equation are r = −1 and
r = 0.5. Thus, bn = A(−1)n + B(0.5)n for some constants A and B. By using the
initial conditions, we obtain b0 = 3 = A + B and b1 = −1.5 = −A + B/2. Solving
for A and B gives A = 2 and B = 1. This implies that bn = 2(−1)n + (0.5)n and
n
n
thus an = 2bn = 22(−1) +(0.5) .
bn =
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10. (8 points) Solve the recurrence relation with the given initial conditions. (Verilen baslangic
kosullari kullanilarak rekursif iliski icin cozum bulun.)
an = 2an−1 + 8an−2 ,

a0 = 4,

a1 = 10.

Solution: Let an = rn and substitute into the recurrence relation as follows.
rn = 2rn−1 + 8rn−2 ,
which gives r2 = 2r + 8, i.e. r2 − 2r − 8 = 0 yielding two roots r1 = 4 and r2 = −2.
Hence, we have
an = A4n + B(−2)n ,
for some constants A and B. The initial conditions provide that
a0 = 4 = A + B,

and

a1 = 10 = 4A − 2B.

Solving for A and B above gives A = 3 and B = 1.
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